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A letter from Michael Dell
Our world is truly hybrid now and
our partners have been critical
in helping our customers and our
world to adapt. What we have been
referring to as the new normal
should now be considered as
simply, normal. And in this normal,
exceptional things continue to
happen. I am inspired by the
passion of our team members,
our partners and our customers to
advance innovation.
In just two years, we have
accelerated digital transformation
in a way we never imagined was
possible in such a short time.
These advances in collaboration
and experiences are driving
increased productivity and
innovation. As we look ahead,
it is time to allow ourselves to
see a future full of possibilities,
even if that future looks a little bit
different. In Asia Pacific and Japan,
our customers are embracing
digital futures to create long-term
inclusive growth.
The role of partners is changing
at an accelerated pace, and
we are growing alongside in
unison. Increased investment
in IT infrastructure and digital
transformation is driving strong
demand for compute and
storage, and we are investing in
as-a-Service models through
Dell APEX and growth vectors
such as multi-cloud, edge,
telecommunications and 5G.
Our industry-leading supply chain,
strong alliance with VMware, endto-end solutions and commitment to
building a better world will further

help us to create the technology
ecosystem of the future— bringing
bigger, better opportunities for our
partners and customers.
Because, today, we are designing,
developing, implementing and
deploying the needs of tomorrow.
We’ll stop at nothing to help you
harness the transformational
power of technology, tailored to
you and your customers.
Our partners’ success is essential
to our success. We look forward
to a lot more of our joint success in
the future and thank all of you for
the incredible work that you do.

Michael

“As we look ahead, it is
time to allow ourselves
to see a future full of
possibilities, even if that
future looks a little bit
different.”
Michael Dell
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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A new
CIO mandate
to transform
Transformation is neither an aspiration
nor a reality, rather a boardroom
necessity — the customer tide is changing
for the channel.

BY
JA ME S
HENDERSON

Often alleged but seldom
acknowledged, the evolving role
of the CIO has been a perennial
point of industry discourse for
many years across Asia Pacific and
Japan (APJ) — traditional one day,
transformative the next.
Marketing rhetoric has continually
pointed the partner ecosystem in
the direction of end-user innovation
agendas, conveniently side-stepping
the daily realities which hamper such
idyllic declarations.
Remember how every strategy is
different, every budget is inconsistent,
and every environment is a tangled
web of legacy decisions? In other
words, for many CIOs, transformation
was an aspiration and not a reality.
Fast forward to the current pandemic
world and transformation is neither
an aspiration nor a reality, but rather a
boardroom necessity — the customer
tide is changing for the channel.

Armed with political capital and
a once-in-a-career opportunity to
spearhead change, 97 per cent of CIOs
now hold responsibility for digital and
innovation strategies across APJ, driven
by a CEO-led mandate to kick-start
transformation plans post-pandemic.
According to the State of the CIO
findings — research commissioned
and produced by IDG — 54 per
cent of CIOs now self-identify as
“transformational” amid efforts
to ramp up the delivery of highimpact initiatives and projects,
underpinned by data, infrastructure
modernisation, multi-cloud, 5G, and
cyber security solutions.
Such a pendulum swing in
priorities has prompted 87 per
cent of IT executives to implement
new technologies and strategies in
response — wrapped up in as-a-Service
business models — evolving beyond a
‘keeping the lights on’ mindset to ignite
the flame of innovation.
Spanning all markets across
the region, 74 per cent of CIOs are
now tasked with creating revenuegenerating activities which includes
the development of new products
and services.
The modern-day IT department is
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per cent of CIOs now hold
responsibility for digital
and innovation strategies
across APJ, driven by a
CEO-led mandate to kickstart transformation plans
post-pandemic.

expected to help boost profitability
(61 per cent), increase top-line
revenue (52 per cent), enhance
product development (45 per cent)
and monetise company data (27 per
cent) — a significant departure from
conventional operational criteria.
Within this context, CIOs across APJ
are ramping up efforts to build teams
focused on innovation (41 per cent),
supported by heightened interaction
with customers (37 per cent). In fact,
direct interaction with customers
on a weekly basis (78 per cent) now
supersedes the number of internal
executive leadership engagements (69
per cent) for CIOs as entrepreneurialism
replaces functionality.
In a refreshing change of pace,
34 per cent of IT executives are
also building test labs to actively
evaluate new ideas and emerging
technologies.

Strategic priorities

The translation of transformation
mandates into technology initiatives
is resulting in increased focus
on automating business and IT
processes (59 per cent), supported
by implementing new systems and
architecture (41 per cent).

In recognition that making sense
of internal and external information
is now mission-critical to company
success, data represents a
“front and centre” priority for all
organisations across APJ.
With 43 per cent of CIOs committing
the largest chunk of IT investment to
data and business analytics — followed
by enterprise applications (39 per cent)
and customer experience solutions
(35 per cent) — the channelling of
budgetary resources offers the
clearest indication yet as to the power
of data within the enterprise.
Delving deeper, data analysis is
also under the control of 54 per cent
of CIOs across the region, closely
linked to data privacy and compliance
ownership (49 per cent) which in turn
dovetails into wider cyber security
responsibilities (59 per cent).
Never has the CIO community
been so united in a collective goal
of transformation; and perhaps
most importantly for the partner
ecosystem, never has executing
such a goal been mandated from the
boardroom down.
Find out more information on the
State of the CIO here.
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Delivering
customer value
in the data era
As organisations move beyond
recovery to drive future growth,
data-driven partners are well
positioned to capitalise.
BY JA ME S HENDERSON

Businesses are placing data at the heart of post-pandemic
recovery efforts with super-charged digital transformation
strategies set to kick-start a new phase of innovation and growth
across Asia Pacific and Japan (APJ).
Following a turbulent period of economic and societal adversity,
intelligence is now viewed as the secret weapon of the enterprise,
underpinned by bleeding-edge technologies, enhanced consumption
models and refreshed boardroom mandates.
“The market is facing a K-shaped recovery in that one part of the
economy will go up and the other will go down,” observed Amit Midha,
President of APJ and Global Digital Cities at Dell Technologies.
“Companies that continue to leverage data and digital
technologies will continue to prosper and move upwards on
this K-bar, while companies that don’t will stagnate and
go downwards.”
“We have witnessed a year of pivotal
change and acceleration,” Midha noted.
“2020 was about keeping the lights on,
whereas 2021 and beyond is focused
on keeping digital transformation
happening — this is the top CIO agenda
supported by strong boardroom
focus and commitment.
“Across APJ, we’re doing
extremely well across server,
storage and client. But with
the largest go-to-market
channel ecosystem in the world
— supported by an industryleading supply chain we’re just
getting started.”

AMIT MIDHA

TECH TRENDS
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“Multi-cloud is an architecture, not
a destination. Whether public, private,
edge or telco, businesses need the ability
to move between clouds to avoid lock-in
and restrictive outsourcing models.”
Amit Midha • PRESIDENT, ASIA PACIFIC & JAPAN | GLOBAL DIGITAL CITIES

Maximising Data

In assessing the APJ landscape, Midha
said businesses housing vast amounts
of data now require multi-cloud
environments, edge computing and 5G
technologies to analyse and interpret
information, which is informing
the bulk of technology purchasing
decisions across the region.
“Data is growing exponentially,
which is where the edge comes
into play,” he outlined. “Businesses
cannot continue to grow data
volumes at this pace and provide
analysis through artificial intelligence
[AI]. Nor can they transport all that
data to a central place — be it in the
data centre or via the cloud — and
analyse and send the results back.
“This is no longer possible and
even 5G networks will fail, hence the
requirement of an edge framework.”
“Edge has enormous potential,
and we are investing heavily in this
space,” Midha confirmed.
Within this context, increased focus
on multi-cloud is also gathering
momentum as organisations seek to
maximise the potential of data across
multiple environments and platforms.
“Multi-cloud is an architecture, not
a destination,” Midha said. “Whether
public, private, edge or telco,

businesses need the ability to move
between clouds to avoid lock-in and
restrictive outsourcing models.”
The latest Dell Technologies
Global Data Protection Index (GDPI
2021) revealed that 86 per cent of
organisations in APJ prefer to work
with a vendor who offers multiple
as-a-Service offerings. In fact, 63 per
cent of organisations using the public
or hybrid cloud lack confidence that
they can protect all data across these
environments.
“The bulk of customers are
leveraging multi-cloud and using
as many as five different clouds per
organisation,” Midha added. “Dell
Technologies is sitting at the centre of
this multi-cloud ecosystem with our
ability to help customers consume
and orchestrate infrastructure
workloads across multiple clouds.
“Dell APEX will deliver our entire
portfolio as-a-Service, whether via
a flex payment, leasing, or outcomebased IT services. Through this
multi-cloud consumption model, we
will enable partners to help customers
modernise and win at the core.”
In addition to data, edge and multicloud, Midha also cited the continued
importance of supporting remote
working environments with enhanced

client offerings, alongside increased
5G deployments and the need for
sharpened levels of cyber security.
The threat of a cyber-attack looms
over organisations, with 68 per
cent of APJ businesses expressing
concern that their existing data
protection measures may be
insufficient to cope with malware and
ransomware attacks.
We are starting to see that cyber
recovery solutions and services are
an essential component of an overall
cyber resilience strategy — cyber
recovery solutions and services
reduce the risk of damage to critical
data, and the organisation itself,
from cyber-attacks. To address
this growing market need, we have,
together with our channel partners,
developed robust and flexible
cyber recovery solutions to enable
organisations to become cyber
resilient entities.
“This aligns with our approach of
consolidating and modernising the
core business while also targeting new
areas of investment,” Midha said. “For
example, 5G could be a decade-long
opportunity while edge could be even
longer. Data management is here and
represents an immediate opportunity
for our partner ecosystem.”
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Driving the
need for
ecosystem
personalisation
postpandemic
Partner success in the
digital world will centre
around converting deep
customer expertise into
market-leading solutions
and services.

BY JA ME S HENDERSON

Ask Rola Dagher,Global Channel Chief at Dell
Technologies, to outline how partners can align
with customer innovation agendas and her advice
will be simple; “there is no business as usual”.
In other words, the way the channel conducts
business has been turned inside out, upside down
and back-to-front.

ROLA DAGHER

PARTNER ACTIONS
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“The most successful partners are
the ones who put their customers’
needs first.”
Rola Dagher • GLOBAL CHANNEL CHIEF

Such disruption has accelerated
the need for many companies to
transform how they do business,
creating demand for new
infrastructure, new ways to manage
and store data and a new approach to
protecting data.
“Our partners are the experts when
it comes to their customers; they know
what their customers want to do, how
they want to transform their business
and what their pain points are,” Dagher
outlined. “This expertise is what makes
our partnership so powerful.
“The most successful partners are
the ones who put their customers’
needs first. These partners listen to
their customers and deliver a tailored
solution that pairs the right hardware
with the right mix of services to
deliver the best experience for their
customers.”
Successful partners are also
focused on expanding their base,
added Dagher, with solution
providers acquiring new customers
while distribution channels — a
sizeable and significant route to
market for Dell Technologies across
Asia Pacific and Japan (APJ) —
increase efforts to attract and enable
new value-added resellers.
“As-a-Service will continue
to be a huge opportunity for
partners,” Dagher added. “Chiefly,
understanding what their customers’
priorities are and where and how as-

a-Service can help them achieve these
goals — whether it concerns switching
from CAPEX to OPEX, or making sure
they have the data capacity they need,
when they need it.
“More immediately, partners
should continue to focus on ensuring
that no matter where their customers’
needs lie — whether in the data
centre, from home or from an office
— that they have the capacity and
cyber resiliency to support whatever
challenges lie ahead.”
Within this context, Dagher cited
the importance of continuing to
build out skill sets through new
certifications and competencies,
emphasising the power of
differentiation through specialisation.
“Investing in training your team
helps attract and retain the best
talent and ensures that your
customers have an excellent
experience,” Dagher said.

All-in on enhanced partner
experience

For Dagher, experience must extend
beyond the end-user to ensure
collective ecosystem growth from the
vendor to the distributor and partner.
“We have been simple, predictable
and profitable but we soon realised
that we need to be more simple, more
predictable and more profitable;
and the only way to achieve that is by
working together with our partners,”

Dagher stated.
Within this context, Dagher, who
was appointed to the role of Global
Channel Chief in August 2020, cited
improved partner experience levels
as a leading contributor to driving
increased channel growth.
“We live in a world in which
transformation is everything,” Dagher
stated. “The pandemic has taught
us how important technology is, but
technology is the enabler, we view
partners as the true transformers.
“Our number one aim is making it
easier for partners to do business
with us. In 2022, we are raising
the bar with a streamlined partner
experience, automated tools and
processes, and building a partner
program of the future with partners
alongside every step of the way.”
In a direct message to the partner
ecosystem across APJ, Dagher
advised the channel to continue to
focus on social impact in the months
ahead.
“Making our greatest impact
matters to customers, and it matters
to all of us,” Dagher stated. “When
we work with partners who are
committed to the same goals, our
impact grows exponentially.
“We are making it easy for partners
to showcase our collective ESG
commitments and bring customers
onboard because ‘together we stop
at nothing’.”

Deliver greater flexibility,
agility and savings by matching
IT resources to business demand
Introduce customers to
APEX Flex on Demand
DISCOVER MORE

Copyright © 2022 Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries. All Rights Reserved.
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Skilled partners
build digital capabilities
According to State of the Channel findings – research
commissioned by IDG channel brands ARN, Reseller News
and Channel Asia – partners are building the foundations
for digital growth.

BY JA ME S HENDERSON

Partners are embarking on a period of
significant internal transformation in
response to heightened demand for digital
solutions and services, with the ecosystem
developing new go-to-market strategies in
response to COVID-19.
Spanning all markets across Asia Pacific
and Japan (APJ), the channel is stepping up
efforts to evolve in alignment with changing
customer requirements through offering

expanded technology portfolios delivered
via enhanced business models.
According to State of the Channel findings
— research commissioned by IDG channel
brands ARN, Reseller News and Channel
Asia and delivered in partnership with Tech
Research Asia – the majority of partners are
internally innovating to externally capitalise,
undergoing a “significant change” in enduser approach as a result.
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per cent of partners are
pursuing more certifications
across APJ with at least 71 per
cent increasing staff training
during the past six months.

Notably, 40 per cent of partners
across Australia and New Zealand
(A/NZ) have developed a new strategic
plan in response to the pandemic, a
number which extends to 71 per cent of
technology providers across the wider
Asia markets.
Such a shift in focus is motivated

by a desire to attract new customers
while also retaining current
customers, as the channel balances
the need to aggressively acquire
new logos with a commitment to
protecting the revenue base. This
priority accompanies growing annuity
revenue, building out customer

experience capabilities and creating
additional revenue streams and
products, all of which were cited as
leading agenda items across APJ.
The rise of as-a-Service is most
prevalent in Southeast Asia and
India as both regions explore the
benefits of subscription-based

“Following 18 months of turbulent
economic and societal change, the onus
is now on partners to overhaul traditional
practices to deliver customer transformation
with execution rewarded by increased
levels of profitability and growth.”
James Henderson • EDITORIAL DIRECTOR OF ASIA PACIFIC AND MIDDLE EAST, IDG
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selling, a strategy which requires an
overhaul of traditional practices in
relation to sales techniques, financial
frameworks and company mindset.
Specific to the mature markets
of A/NZ and Singapore, partners
also continue to enhance managed
offerings with a deepened focus on
hybrid, multi-cloud and security
services in recognition of the endto-end skills required to deliver
customer transformation projects.
“We’ve experienced a rapid
change in the way customers are
outsourcing,” observed Dan Wright,
Managing Director of SaberVox, a
specialist services provider based in
Newcastle, Australia.
“A ‘cloud-first’ approach has
created savvy buyers at all levels of
the decision-making process which
has resulted in a significant number
of local businesses now viewing
IT spend as a consumption style
operational expense rather than a
capital cost.”

Disruptive outsourcing

In looking ahead, the notion of
“disruptive outsourcing” is taking
centre stage across APJ as businesses
deploy established and emerging
technologies to drive innovation,
triggering an increase in third-party
projects delivered via the channel.
“Market competition is increasing
for customers who now understand
that digital transformation will
have a sizeable impact on business
sustainability, customer loyalty
and experience, plus operational
effectiveness,” outlined Sastrya
Naibaho, Marketing Manager of
Jakarta-based Sapta Tunas Teknologi.
“But to implement this strategy,
customers require new technologies
and solution providers capable of
creating new levels of value.”
With large-scale services contracts
on the table — coupled with a
challenging skills market regionally
– end-users are seeking ecosystem
expertise specific to security, cloud
migration and data management.
In response, 74 per cent of partners
are pursuing more certifications
across APJ, with at least 71 per cent

increasing staff training during the
past six months.
“Our value is our specialisation,”
noted Antony Bridle, Sales Director
of Sempre, an Auckland-based
solutions and consultancy provider.
“Customers engage knowing that we
understand the challenges they are
facing and have the solutions and
experience required to support.
“A notable challenge during the
digital transformation process is
maintaining legacy infrastructure
and platforms, which has triggered a
surge in demand for managed services
and consumption-based solutions.”
Mumbai-based Galaxy Office
Automation, a Titanium Partner,
is continuing to “heavily invest” in
upgrading competencies in response
to evolving end-user requirements,
shaped by a “consultative” approach
to business.
“We aim to make customers’
IT infrastructure more efficient,
manageable and responsive to business
needs,” said Sanjay Patodia, CEO of
Galaxy Office Automation. “We have
invested to build a deep understanding
of both business and technology
needs to best prescribe custom and
end-to-end solutions — from strategy
and consulting to implementation and
managed services.”
For partners operating in Asia,
cloud migration — both public and
private — stands tall as the leading
solution priority, followed by digital
transformation, security and the
delivery of hybrid and multi-cloud
services.
“We are betting on all technologies
which can enable ‘work from
anywhere’,” Patodia added. “This
includes cloud, security and mobility
solutions with a deep focus ranging
from end-user computing to hybrid
cloud solutions and secure endpoints.
“For example, our well-established
security and mobility units have
secured more than one million
personal assets in the enterprise
as we usher customers through this
transformation phase.”
Meanwhile in A/NZ, security
tops the list — ahead of digital
transformation and customer
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experience — which highlights
the sobering reality that APJ as a
collective is now high on the list of
targets for cyber attackers. Rising
up through the agenda ranks is also
edge computing, as the transition
from nascent technology to
mainstream adoption kicks into gear.
“The growth of edge computing
represents one of the largest
opportunities for businesses in
Australia,” said Wright of SaberVox.
“The increase in data centres located
outside of large cities is fuelling a
boom for low latency storage and
compute resources which regional
businesses can now access.”
In response, SaberVox — one of the
first regional partners to achieve Gold
Partner status for Dell Technologies
in Australia — is expanding its
footprint to capitalise on a rise in
edge locations to provide enterprisegrade cloud resources locally.
“Our heritage is in supporting
businesses in regional Australia,”
Wright added. “With edge compute
and storage resources, we can
continue this approach and leverage
our partnership with Dell to develop
unique solutions.”
From India to New Zealand, and
every market in-between, customers
are selecting partners based on five
key criteria items — viewed as “nonnegotiable” requirements in the postpandemic APJ.
Firstly, a strategic understanding of
the business is required, supported
by deep skills in specific solutions
and a simplified engagement
approach during the commercial
and delivery process. Of note to the
ecosystem, the ability to provide
“end-to-end” solutions is also a
contributing factor, alongside strong
brand reputation within the market.
Following 18 months of turbulent
economic and societal change, the
onus is now on partners to overhaul
traditional practices to deliver
customer transformation solutions
that will herald increased levels of
profitability and growth.
Find out more information on the
State of the CIO here.
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Outlining the
‘end-to-end’
partner
opportunity
Partner success will
stem from an ability to
service all aspects of the
digital transformation
strategy, from the edge
to the cloud.

TIAN BENG NG
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“Companies have to embrace a
multi-cloud platform to be successful.”
Tian Beng Ng
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER,
CHANNEL, ASIA PACIFIC AND JAPAN

BY JA ME S HENDERSON

As digital projects kick into gear
across Asia Pacific and Japan (APJ) —
motivated by a boardroom mandate
for competitive differentiation —
partner success will be defined by
the ability to provide end-to-end
solutions and services spanning the
entire transformation portfolio.
With organisations armed with
executive authorisation to innovate,
ecosystem opportunity now exists
from the edge to the cloud as endusers embrace new technologies and
business models at speed and scale.
“The market is buoyant, and the
partner play is end-to-end,” advised
Tian Beng Ng, Senior Vice President
and General Manager of Channel across
APJ at Dell Technologies. “Our new
partner program promise is ‘Together,
We Stop At Nothing’ because we believe
working with Dell Technologies offers
unbound potential due to our end-toend portfolio of solutions.
“Our message to partners remains
simple; leverage this strength
because more money is to be made
and this approach offers more chance
of winning in the market.”
In outlining the opportunity
ahead, Tian Beng cited the
continued importance of workforce
transformation in recognition that
remote working, a trend expected to

continue in 2022 and beyond, is
“here to stay”.
“Remote work demand is surging,
and we don’t expect that to slow
down,” he noted. “The majority of
companies are continuing to work in
this way and even when the pandemic
settles down, we expect employees
to maintain this approach.”
Specific to the data centre market,
the pendulum is once again swinging
in the direction of growth as demand
for server and storage products gains
momentum, underpinned by a rise in
multi-cloud deployments.
“This will continue to accelerate
with multi-cloud as a driving force,”
Tian Beng noted. “Companies have
to embrace a multi-cloud platform to
be successful as part of wider digital
transformation strategies, and data
centre infrastructure will power
this. Edge computing is another area
growing in importance, with partners
adopting a very significant role.”

Servicing digital demand

Leveraging the end-to-end
capabilities of Dell Technologies also
dovetails into plans to accelerate
adoption of “best-in-class”
technologies through consumption
models with Dell APEX — a new
offering of managed storage, server

and hyper-converged infrastructure.
In short, Dell APEX allows partners
to “unlock” revenue streams to
increase customer loyalty, aligned
to the belief that end-users prefer to
consume services rather than build.
“Maturity across APJ is of course
different but we see Australia,
New Zealand and Singapore as
the most mature in terms of cloud
consumption, which naturally makes
these markets key focus areas for
Dell APEX,” Tian Beng said.
“India is a huge market for Dell
Technologies and while closer to
ASEAN in terms of adoption, this
market requires a unique approach.
We also work closely with CSPs
[cloud service providers], which is
another strong route to market.”

Cross-selling to capitalise

Partners selling across the entire
Dell Technologies’ portfolio generate
higher rewards amid an acceleration
of cross-sell opportunities in APJ.
Delivered via the vendor’s ‘Power
Up’ initiative, partners selling
solutions from three lines of
business, spanning client, server and
storage, achieve approximately 31x
the revenue compared to partners
selling one line of business based on
Q3 FY22 data.
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“APEX allows partners
to “unlock” revenue
streams to increase
customer loyalty, aligned
to the belief that end-users
prefer to consume services
rather than build.”

“This represents a quantum shift
for our channel,” Tian Beng outlined.
“The results of Power Up continue
to be very strong and we encourage
partners to leverage our entire portfolio
to maximise the entire customer
opportunity.”

Partnering to drive profitability

Motivated by the desire to boost
partner profitability levels, Dell
Technologies is pressing ahead with
plans to support the channel during the
next phase of transformation across
APJ, underpinned by an end-to-end
portfolio, new incentives, strategic
financial packages and lead-generating
marketing expertise.
As outlined by Dan Wright, Managing
Director of Australia-based SaberVox,
Dell Technologies is “integrated” in the
technology provider’s growth plans
through a deepened commitment to
collective growth, cited as the “most
important relationship” in recent times.
“Dell Technologies understands
our business like no other vendor,”
Wright noted. “We were supported
in becoming one of the first regional
providers to achieve Gold Partner

status and continue to be connected
with customer opportunities in the
marketplace — opportunities we never
previously thought possible.”
Across the Tasman in New Zealand,
Antony Bridle, Sales Director of
Sempre, acknowledged the value of
going to market with a “broad product
offering” to ensure no deal is left on
the customer table.
“Having various product offerings
available to apply a solution means we
can focus on getting the right solution
for the customer,” Bridle said. “Dell
APEX also provides the flexibility to
build customer specific solutions based
on consumption models, which allows
us to add value from both a technical
and financial perspective.”
India-based Galaxy Office
Automation is also excelling through
the deployment of an end-to-end
portfolio of solutions, supporting
customers across endpoint,
servers, storage, back-up and cloud
infrastructure offerings — wrapped up
in professional services and financing
packages.
“Dell works closely with our team
and demonstrates a vast amount of

experience supported by a wide range
of solutions — all designed to help
enterprise customers deploy remote
work-from-home solutions,” said
Sanjay Patodia, CEO of Galaxy Office
Automation. “As a Titanium partner,
Dell Technologies continues to support
our business with many proactive
partner incentives and benefits which
are unique in the industry.”
Such commitment to partnering is
also evident in Indonesia with Sapta
Tunas Teknologi leveraging a range
of initiatives to accelerate growth and
profitability across the local market.
Chiefly digital marketing tools
designed to acquire and enable
customers through educational
content and thought leadership, in
addition to market development
funds (MDF) to drive demand
generation and lead activity.
“We’re also supported through
hands-on technical workshops,
ongoing rebate programs and
acceleration initiatives through Dell
PowerStore solutions to help us
achieve greater levels of profitability,”
added Sastrya Naibaho, Marketing
Manager of Sapta Tunas Teknologi.

CYBER RECOVERY

PROTECT THE
DATA THAT
DRIVES YOUR
CUSTOMERS’
BUSINESS
Protect your customers against modern cyber threats and
keep their business-critical data secure with Dell EMC
PowerProtect Cyber Recovery solutions.
Discover More

CYBER RESILIENCY ASSESMENT TOOL

The need for robust cyber resiliency has never been more
urgent. Take your customers through the Cyber Resiliency
Assessment Tool to discover how protected and able to
recover from a cyber attack they are.
Explore More
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CHANNEL FINANCING
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Enabling digital
transformation with
innovative financing

With financed transactions,
partners and customers
can better manage budget
constraints, improve project
economics, and improve
planned technology refresh
cycles.
LENA YAM

BY JA ME S HENDERSON

Dell Financial Services allows its
partners and customers to broaden
its offerings and enable greater
control of the technology lifecycle.
With the transformation wheels of
the enterprise spinning at pace — and
partner-led projects accelerating in
parallel — customers are increasing
reliance on financing solutions
to support ongoing technology
decisions.
Triggered by the adoption of as-aservice (aaS) business models, the
management of capital and cash flow
stands tall as a leading CIO priority as
the financing process — from approval
to account management — comes into
sharp boardroom focus.
“Dell Financial Services (DFS)
combines innovative financial
offerings with holistic technology
advice to help customers develop a
long-term infrastructure strategy,”
said Lena Yam, Vice President of
Dell Financial Services (DFS) across
Asia Pacific, Japan and China at Dell
Technologies.

Acquire technology on
your terms

Delivered via a dedicated support
function to enhance customer
experience levels, DFS offerings span
technology rotation and ownership,
software installations, PC-as-aService (PCaaS) and Dell APEX
Custom Solutions.
“These customisable payment
solutions are integrated into Dell
Technologies’ portfolio of solutions
— from hardware and software to
services,” Yam outlined. “This not only

translates to greater payment flexibility
according to the needs of partners
and customers, but also guarantees
optimisation of IT infrastructure to
improve operational efficiency.”
“With financed transactions,
partners and customers can better
manage budget constraints, improve
project economics to make them
self-funding, and manage planned
technology refresh cycles with
suitably scheduled leases.”

Allowing businesses to pay based on
consumption over a sustained period,
DFS is designed to provide predictable
payment programs to speed up the
acquisition process of hardware,
software and lifecycle services.
“Our Dell APEX Flex On Demand
offerings are designed to manage
variable workloads and allow
technology to be billed as it is
consumed. The focus is to fuel
our channel partner growth from
the edge of innovation — therefore
giving them a competitive advantage
through Dell APEX Custom

Solutions,” said Yam. “When Channel
partners sell Dell APEX Custom Flex
on Demand, they can add on their
products and services to the solution.
This would enable good financial
returns and create new opportunities
with their customers.”
Solution Providers and Storage
Authorised Distributors in Singapore
can earn incentives when selling
these solutions on a referral basis.
Cloud Service Provider partners
can also host enhanced Dell APEX
Data Storage Services on behalf of
customers.
“Now, more than ever, DFS is
critical to our channel partner
strategy,” Yam added. “DFS has
proven that channel partners who
finance with DFS acquire 2x as much
technology from Dell Technologies as
those who do not.”
With more than US$12 billion
worth of assets under management
servicing customers and partners
in more than 50 countries, DFS’
end-user base ranges from small
businesses to public entities and
large-scale enterprise organisations.
The business has currently created
more than 3000 global channel
partnership agreements supported
by 1600 team members worldwide.
“We are responding to businesses’
needs for a broadened capability and
portfolio to enable their business
transformation journey through
competitive financing options,” Yam
said. “DFS has the dedicated people,
processes, and tools to power this
added value — both directly and
through our channel partners.”

SOCIAL IMPACT
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Partnering
to drive human
progress
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“We must not only focus on
delivering profits but also
remain committed to our
social impact goals over the
next decade and beyond.”

KAREN HOLLAND

BY JA ME S HENDERSON

To supercharge its 2030 moonshot goals,
Dell Technologies focuses on impact.
Dell Technologies believes that
humanity, technology and innovation are
crucial to transforming lives and making
a real, lasting impact on society.
The company is driving accountability
and providing full value to stakeholders
through its Progress Made Real social
impact plan and 2030 goals. Social
impact resources are made available on
Dell’s partner portal, so they can easily
showcase their collective commitments
with Dell to bring more customers
onboard.

Advancing D&I

Dell Technologies Women’s Partner
Network (WPN) empowers women
within the partner ecosystem to connect
and grow professionally through access
to executive leadership, tailored content
and resources, and best practices.
During the past year, WPN launched
the Partnering in Leadership webcast
series to hold in-depth conversations
on leadership, advocacy and
empowerment. This is in addition to
MentorConnect — a cross-company
mentorship program led by Dell
Technologies’ Women in Action
Employee Resource Group — aimed at
engaging external companies to promote
diverse leadership development.
Across Asia Pacific and Japan (APJ) in
FY21, Dell strategic giving efforts have
helped women and young girls. This is
in line with its goal to operate as a global
community, targeting to have 50 per
cent of its global workforce and 40 per
cent of its leaders worldwide comprise
individuals who identify as women.

“Social impact is a business imperative
and essential to our success,” said Karen
Holland, Vice President of Marketing
across APJ at Dell Technologies. “Only
through collaborating with partners and
customers, can we foster innovation to
strive jointly towards our social impact
goals to create a more sustainable
future.”

Accelerating the circular
economy

Dell has set ambitious goals by 2030. It
aims to reach net zero greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions across scopes 1, 2 and
3 — extending across its own operations,
supply chain and the use of its products
by customers — by the year 2050.
In the APJ region for instance, Dell
has successfully implemented the
largest on-site solar panel installation
at its Penang facility in Malaysia, which
now powers more than 25 per cent of
production lines and is expected to lower
annual greenhouse gas emissions by
approximately 650 tons.

Transforming lives through
technology

Nurturing talent who can fill the digital
talent gap is a key priority for the team to
drive innovation.
In Singapore, Dell has pledged a joint
commitment with four Institutes of
Higher Learning to enhance the preemployment training curriculum for
more than 5,000 tertiary students over
the next two years.
“In India, we collaborate with the
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
(MoHFW) for its Comprehensive Primary
Healthcare-Non-Communicable

Diseases (CPHC-NCD) program using
our Digital LifeCare platform,” said
Holland. “The platform is built using
a suite of mobile, cloud and analytics
applications that collectively provide a
unified view of patients over time through
seamless and secure data-sharing.
Through Digital LifeCare, the program
has enrolled over 100 million people — an
impact that we are proud to partner the
Government of India in achieving.”

Power of partnership

Research by Dell finds that a high
proportion of requests for proposals
include some aspect of social impact
requirements. With customers seeking
out vendors who align with their values,
partners are in a unique position to
deliver solutions that address their
customers’ IT needs, as well as big
societal challenges.
To supercharge its 2030 moonshot
goals, Dell Technologies has also
amended the Marketing Development
Funds (MDF) policy to allow for
charitable and non-profit activities which
can be carried out in local communities.
“We must not only focus on delivering
profits but also remain committed to our
social impact goals for the next decade
and beyond,” Holland stated. “Together,
through the power of technology, and
the scale and reach of our partners,
we can foster growth and innovation
in the digital economy to create a more
sustainable future for everyone. 
Learn more about the WPN and
participate in upcoming events here.
Find out about Dell’s Progress Made Real
Report here.
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TOGETHER, WE’LL

STOP AT
NOTHING
TO ENSURE
CUSTOMERS ARE
READY FOR
WHAT’S NEXT
DISCOVER MORE

The need for robust cyber resiliency has never been more
urgent. Take your customers through the Cyber Resiliency
Assessment Tool to discover how protected and able to
recover from a cyber attack they are.
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